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Unrivaled Medicine God 

Chapter 591: Taking the Initiative to Volunteer! 

"What did you say?! The Vast Heaven Pagoda . . . is gone?" Qin Hongtao nearly jumped up. 

Ning Yixian and Jing Xuan's expressions changed drastically too. Their gazes looked towards Ye Yuan 

heatedly, waiting for his explanation. 

In contrast, although the others present there were also shocked, their reactions were not as 

exaggerated as Ning Yixian the three of them. 

There was even a bit of gloating over others' misfortunes in the eyes of a small portion of the people. 

After all, the Vast Heaven Pagoda belonged to the Three Sects. Whether it disappeared or not did not 

have too big a relation with them. 

"Grandfather, not long after Ye Yuan came out and we were just about to leave the Vast Heaven Mystic 

Realm, all of a sudden, the earth trembled, and the mountains swayed. The Vast Heaven Mystic Realm 

actually detached from the ground and flew away!" Qin Yan spoke before the others could. 

Ning Yixian and Jing Xuan both looked at their disciples. Guo Taoqun and Yin Yanhua both nodded 

slightly. 

The three great head disciples testifying together, the convincingness was already rather strong. 

After a long while, Ning Yixian finally heaved a sigh and said, "Forget it, forget it, it's also not what we 

can control. At the moment, it's not the time to pursue this either. Let's continue discussing how to 

resolve the matter of Crimsonlight City. Ye Yuan, you came back just in time. The Fierce Gale World has 

been advancing all the way like splitting bamboo, and they already fought until almost reaching 

Crimsonlight City. You come up with ideas too. Oh yeah, where's Old Hai?" 

Ye Yuan gave a slight smile and said, "Old Hai said that he had other matters. You make the call here will 

do." 

As he was talking, Ye Yuan sat down at the seat closest to the right-hand seat, while Liu Hong, the four 

of them, actually followed and stood behind him, rather like followers. 

The four people's actions made all the old ancestors greatly surprised. 

These four people's statuses were extremely high. Even when compared to some sects' Divine 

Traversing Realm elders, they were about the same too. 

Because with these four people's talents, they were bound to become Divine Traversing Realms in the 

future, even Peak Divine Traversing Realm experts. 

These four people actually stood behind Ye Yuan like underlings. The astonishment in their hearts could 

be imagined. 

Ning Yixian trio faintly had some guesses but did not change their expressions, treating it like they did 

not see it. 
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As for the others, they all knew that Qi Hai kept these four people behind independently, but did not 

know why such a sight would appear now. 

"Ahem!" Ning Yixian coughed lightly and said, "Younger Brother Ye is able and resourceful. Since he 

came back as well, I'll briefly explain the current Northern Domain situation for him and let him give 

ideas too!" 

Ye Yuan was not courteous and said with a nod, "I'll have to trouble Alliance Chief Ning!" 

To let the Endless Alliance's Alliance Chief personally repeat the war situation, Ye Yuan could also be 

considered a special one. 

Although Ye Yuan was still Sea Transformation Realm, among the people present, there was already 

nobody who saw him as a junior anymore. 

This young man's potential was too great! 

Even though several thousand years had passed, the Grand Yan True Lord's name was still very 

resounding. 

Ye Yuan walked even further in the Vast Heaven Pagoda than the Grand Yan True Lord. One could 

imagine just how great his future accomplishments would be. 

Furthermore, behind Ye Yuan still stood leviathans like Wu Fang City and Qi Hai. Unless one could kill Ye 

Yuan soundlessly, otherwise, he was bound to be a god-like figure in the Endless World in the future. 

These old ancestors were not fools. How could they possibly do something like digging their own 

graves? 

Ning Yixian did not find it troublesome either, roughly repeating the current situation. 

Ye Yuan did not speak. He just listened the whole time quietly. 

Although what Ning Yixian said was not considered detailed, Ye Yuan discerned that the Endless World 

was currently in a very unfavorable situation right now too. 

Moreover, from the information that Ning Yixian revealed by accident, Ye Yuan discovered that these 

heavyweights still underestimated the Fierce Gale World's martial artists, resulting in immensely 

grievous losses. 

These old ancestors each had selfish motives. How could they band together like strands of rope to 

resist the Fierce Gale World? 

Actually, this sort of situation, Ye Yuan had long predicted it. He was naturally not surprised either. 

"Younger Brother Ye Yuan, I wonder what views you have regarding the present war situation?" In the 

end, Ning Yixian asked Ye Yuan for advice. 

Everyone's gaze focused on Ye Yuan, all wanting to hear his thoughts. 



Fighting a month's war with the Fierce Gale World muddle-headedly, other than knowing that the Fierce 

Gale World martial artists were very strong, these people really did not know much about other 

information. 

Each time Fierce Gale World martial artists reached a place, not even fowls and dogs would be left. 

There was simply not much information transmitted out. 

Hence, while the Endless Alliance looked to be powerful, they actually have not really fought in close 

quarters much with the Fierce Gale World up until now. 

But Crimsonlight City's situation at present did not permit the Endless Alliance to shrink back anymore. 

Ye Yuan mused for a moment and said coolly, "Crimsonlight City this battle must be fought no matter 

what!" 

Ning Yixian was not surprised. He nodded and said, "I think so too. I was just about to send the 

Blackflame Sect to go and assist, and you came back." 

Blackflame Sect's old ancestor's heart thumped as he thought to himself, it's here again! 

At this time now, if anyone were to step forward to sing a different tune, then that person would be the 

entire Endless World's public enemy; he would come to no good end. 

Ye Yuan shot an indifferent glance at the Blackflame Sect old ancestor's expression and shook his head 

and said, "I'll go." 

Everyone was first stunned, then taken aback! 

This action of Ye Yuan's seriously exceeded everyone's expectations. 

"You? This . . . This isn't appropriate, right?" Ning Yixian said hesitantly. 

Ye Yuan was Ren Xingchun's grandson and a junior that Qi Hai regarded highly and more so, the Endless 

World's future hope. 

Such an important character, how could he possibly go to the front lines personally to fight in the war? 

Furthermore, it was going to the most dangerous place? 

The Fierce Gale World's five-way great army had besieged Crimsonlight City. It was the place in the most 

desperate situation among all the front lines. 

The Fierce Gale World was so powerful, how could Crimsonlight City be that easy to defend? 

What if Ye Yuan died there? Ren Xingchun and Qi Hai would both fly off the handle! 

But Ye Yuan said coolly, "Nothing inappropriate about it. Crimsonlight City mustn't be lost. Once it's lost, 

half of the Northern Domain will be lost too. At that time, the people will be plunged into misery and 

suffering. None of us can shoulder this responsibility! Furthermore, the Fierce Gale World's five-way 

great army has already surrounded Crimsonlight City until not a drop of water can leak through right 

now. Once the city is breached, countless martial artists will suffer! So no matter what, Crimsonlight City 

has to be defended! I see that everyone doesn't have the intention of going. Then what's wrong with me 



going? You all don't need to be worried about Old Man Ren and Old Hai. My matters, I'll make the call 

myself. When something happens, they won't find you!" 

Having their thoughts exposed by Ye Yuan, Ning Yixian said rather awkwardly, "Younger Brother Ye, 

you're mistaken. You're our Endless World's hope. What you need to do now should be to increase your 

strength as fast as possible. Risking danger yourself isn't a wise move!" 

Ye Yuan said smilingly, "What can increase strength faster than fighting? Alright, my decision is set. Lord 

Alliance Chief, there is no need to argue on this." 

"This . . . Alright then. I'll send more experts to follow you. At that time, there will be people to look after 

too. If the matter can't be accomplished, you still have to do your best to protect yourself! In my eyes, 

ten Crimsonlight Cities are not as important as one Ye Yuan!" Ning Yixian said firmly. 

This was not Ning Yixian saying flattery. Ever since knowing that Ye Yuan made it to the eighth level, his 

view was already the same as Qi Hai. 

Whether the Endless World could drive back the Fierce Gale World or not might fall onto Ye Yuan! 

Who knew that Ye Yuan waved his hand and said, "No need. Just need the four of them to follow me will 

do." 

Unrivaled Medicine God 

Chapter 592: Bidding Farewell 

“Just the five of them go? What’s the difference from nobody going?” 

“What can five people do? Ye Yuan his strength is strong, but when placed among thousands upon 

thousands of soldiers and horses, it probably won’t have any much impact either, right?” 

“It can’t be that after making it to the Vast Heaven Pagoda’s eighth level, he doesn’t know what’s his 

own surname already, right? No matter how powerful he is now, he’s merely just a Sea Transformation 

Realm. Even if he can cross boundaries to battle, the Soul Sea Realms in Crimsonlight City are as many as 

carps crossing the river! Just the Peak Soul Sea Realm martial artists are not in the minority too!” 

With Ye Yuan saying this, below immediately discussed animatedly. 

Although everybody had long accepted Ye Yuan’s might, the war between two worlds and individual 

battles were a whole other thing. 

Regardless of how powerful the martial artist, when placed among thousands of martial artists, it was 

still insignificant. 

Even Peak Divine Traversing Realm powerhouses could not endure the exhaustion of large numbers of 

martial artists too! 

Ye Yuan saying to use the five of them to go there and assist. Wasn’t this a joke? 

“Ye Yuan, one mustn’t act without due consideration! I know that you’re very confident in yourself, but 

Crimsonlight City’s situation now is very unfavorable. It’s best for you to bring some more people along. 
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The five of you going simply makes no difference to the war situation at all!” Ning Yixian urged 

earnestly. 

Ye Yuan said with a smile, “This trip, I have a pretty clear idea in mind. Having more people will be 

inconvenient instead. Lord Alliance Chief rest assured, Ye Yuan absolutely won’t treat his own life as a 

joke. However, there are a few things that I hope Alliance Chief will promise me.” 

Seeing Ye Yuan very persistent appearance, Ning Yixian knew that he could not sway him either and 

could only say, “Just say those things you need.” 

Ye Yuan nodded and said, “Most of the cities in the vicinity of Crimsonlight City had already fallen. It has 

pretty much become a lone city already. But behind Crimsonlight City, there are still two important 

cities. One is Fairsun City, the other Perpetual Peace City. If the Fierce Gale World’s great army fails to 

conquer Crimsonlight City for a long time, it’s very likely to leave Crimsonlight City aside to go and attack 

those two cities. These two cities must be guarded heavily. Once something happens, Crimsonlight City 

will completely fall into the Fierce Gale World’s scope of influence. Then it will really be a lone city.” 

Ning Yixian nodded and said, “I got it. What else is there?” 

“Additionally, prepare a batch of medicinal herbs for me. I have a use for it. As for the specifics of what 

medicinal herbs to prepare, I’ll send people to deliver here later. It must be prepared completely before 

tomorrow morning!” Ye Yuan said. 

“The alliance’s alchemy arrangements are all in charge by City Lord Ren. However many medicinal herbs 

you require, just directly get them from him will do,” Ning Yixian said. 

Ye Yuan waved his hand and said, “I won’t go through that trouble. I assume that he’s very busy right 

now too. Alright, Ye Yuan still hasn’t paid respects to parents after returning to Wu Fang City. I’ll head 

back to City Lord Manor first.” 

Finished talking, he said to the four people behind, “You three stay behind for the time being. Liu Hong 

follow me back to City Lord Manor. Tomorrow morning, the three of you bring the medicinal herbs and 

gather at City Lord Manor’s entrance.” 

“Yes!” The four people acknowledged his words. 

Leaving behind Qin Yan trio was naturally for the sake of letting them bid farewell to their family elders. 

From now onwards, they would have the identities of being his followers, and not those proud children 

of heaven enjoying myriad of adorations in the past. 

After Ye Yuan left, this meeting had no way of continuing either. 

Originally, they were discussing who to send to Crimsonlight City. Who knew that Ye Yuan actually 

charged out and directly took on this assignment. 

Especially the Blackflame Sect’s old ancestor who was secretly whistling lucky at this time and had some 

gratitude towards Ye Yuan. 

Ning Yixian made a few more arrangements, and then let these old ancestors go prepare by themselves. 



After everyone all dispersed, Qin Hongtao’s face fell as he asked Qin Yan, “Yan-er, what actually 

happened to the Vast Heaven Pagoda?” 

Qin Hongtao’s expression was unkind. Clearly, he really got angry at this grandson of his. 

His own grandson was actually helping outsiders to deceive him. This was something that he could not 

tolerate. 

Although Ning Yixian and Jing Xuan did not speak, they clearly did not believe the words Qin Yan trio 

said either. 

The Vast Heaven Pagoda had already stood there firmly for tens of thousands of years already. If there 

weren’t any special circumstances, how could it possibly fly away by itself without rhyme or reason? 

Seeing Qin Hongtao flare up, Qin Hongtao did not have any surprised look. 

“Grandfather, calm your anger. Grandson is not deceiving intentionally. It’s truly inadvisable to be high-

profile at this time. Actually, the Vast Heaven Pagoda didn’t fly off by itself but was collected by Ye Yuan. 

From now on, the Vast Heaven Pagoda belongs to Ye Yuan alone!” 

Qin Yan took his time to recount the events of Ye Yuan clearing the ninth level and collecting the Vast 

Heaven Pagoda, shocking the three old ancestors to their core. 

Even if they had thought of innumerable possibilities, they did not expect that this Vast Heaven Pagoda 

was actually the reward for clearing the ninth level either! 

The three people only recovered from their shock after taking a very long time. 

But right now, the three of their faces all had looks of dilemma. The Vast Heaven Pagoda was originally 

their Three Sects’s object. But now, it was appropriated by Ye Yuan for himself. This was something that 

they were unable to tolerate. 

The Vast Heaven Pagoda was an immensely valuable fortune. How could it be gone just like this? 

But Guo Taoqun heaved a sigh and said, “Old Ancestor, don’t be thinking too much. Old Hai made me 

bring a few words to you all.” 

Ning Yixian’s expression became intent as he said with a nod, “Speak!” 

“Old Hai said, the Vast Heaven Pagoda is just a dead object. Placing it there, you all can’t even make it 

through the sixth level! But Ye Yuan is somebody with a great destiny. The four of us following him will 

receive endless benefits! With him around, the Endless World won’t perish! Don’t think about harming 

Ye Yuan. Otherwise, he’ll go to the Three Sects personally to find you guys and have a discussion! The 

urgent matter on hand is to integrate the various sects’ strength to cope with the Fierce Gale World’s 

invasion!” Qin Yan said slowly. 

Qin Yan’s words made the three old ancestors’ hearts tensed up. 

Qi Hai seemed to have long guessed what they were thinking. That was why he instructed these three 

juniors to relay his words. Furthermore, even though he was not in the alliance, his guess was not far off 

the mark regarding the alliance’s matters. He knew that right now, they were still a pile of loose sand. 



This warning could not be said to not be severe. If the three of them really dare to act rashly without 

careful thought, Old Hai might really do something. 

Ning Yixian was the most prudent and already broke out from that sort of restless emotion earlier. He 

looked at Guo Taoqun and said, “Are the three of you already prepared to follow wherever Ye Yuan 

goes?” 

Guo Taoqun suddenly kneeled and did a kowtow towards Ning Yixian, saying in a solemn voice, “Taoqun 

is a Heavenly Martial Sect member in life and a Heavenly Martial Sect’s ghost in death! In the future, 

when I have some accomplishments, Taoqun will definitely bring the Heavenly Martial Sect to greater 

heights, becoming my Endless World’s number one faction! From the moment Ye Yuan came out of the 

pagoda, Taoqun knew that he’s a target whom I’m unable to surpass all my life. Following him, perhaps I 

can obtain unimaginable achievements!” 

Ning Yixian looked at Guo Taoqun with a complicated look. He only gave a long sigh after some time and 

said, “Forget it, forget it, you go then! But I hope that you’ll remember today’s words. Don’t let me 

down!” 

Guo Taoqun said with a steadfast gaze, “Old Ancestor rest assured; Guo Taoqun absolutely dare not to 

forget!” 

Qin Hongtao looked at his own grandson and said helplessly, “Seems like you have this idea too?” 

Qin Yan nodded and gave Qin Hongtao a solemn kneel. Yin Yanhua imitated the two as well, paying 

obeisance to Jing Xuan. 

Unrivaled Medicine God 

Chapter 593: The First Hand Seal! 

City Lord Manor was also a scene of bustle right now. 

Following the war between two worlds drawing back the curtains, the front line martial artists’ demand 

for medicinal pills skyrocketed too. 

Ren Xingchun has been leading the pill refinements all along these days and did not participate even in 

the upper echelons’ meetings. 

Ye Yuan went to pay respects to his parents. What surprised him was that his mother, Ren Hongling, was 

actually cultivating in closed-seclusion. Instead, it was his father who was idle. 

He only knew after asking that ever since Ren Hongling regained essence energy, she started to cultivate 

frenziedly. In this period of time where Ye Yuan was at the Vast Heaven Mystic Realm, she had been in 

closed-seclusion all along. 

Regarding his mother’s situation, Ye Yuan could only smile helplessly. Looks like these few years, the 

desire that his mother suppressed in her heart finally erupted. 

After meeting, the father and son pair could not dispense with a round of showing great concern. Ye 

Yuan briefly recounted the Vast Heaven Pagoda journey, making Ye Hang very excited. 
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An artifact which made the entire Endless World crazy was actually taken into possession by his own 

son. This sense of accomplishment was huge. 

Being informed that his son had to leave again tomorrow, Ye Hang said with a loud laugh, “Go on, go on! 

Fine men have to be ready to realize their aspirations all over the world! But now, the situation has 

changed drastically. This Crimsonlight City is an extremely dangerous place. Take utmost precaution!” 

Ye Yuan perceived unwillingness to part and concern from Father’s eyes. But Ye Hang put on an 

appearance of not caring at all. It was hilarious. But Ye Yuan was touched in his heart even more. 

Although Ye Yuan’s current strength had long surpassed Ye Hang, in Ye Hang’s heart, Ye Yuan was 

forever a child. 

But Ye Hang’s support regarding Ye Yuan’s decision already became unconditional. Because he believed 

in his own son. 

Apart from this, Ye Hang had unbounded confidence in his son. 

If one was to say the name of the Endless World’s savior, then this savior was definitely Ye Yuan! 

“Father, put your mind at ease. Yuan-er has a score in his heart and won’t mess around. Moreover, in 

the Vast Heaven Pagoda this time, I obtained a type of very powerful talisman. Even when facing Peak 

Divine Traversing Realm martial artists, I have the strength to protect myself too,” Ye Yuan said 

smilingly. 

The reason why Ye Yuan took on this mission which everyone was unwilling to take was that 

Crimsonlight City was too important. 

Unless they sent out Divine Traversing Realm powerhouses, other people going would only be courting 

death. 

Furthermore, the martial artists of a dozen over southeastern cities were gathered in Crimsonlight City. 

The number was huge. Once the city was breached, then the people would be plunged into an abyss of 

suffering. 

Ye Yuan had long treated the Endless World as his own home already. How could he bear to watch such 

a thing happen? 

Of course, Ye Yuan going this time still had another objective, and that was to see what were these 

Fierce Gale World folks were planning. Why would they carry out this sort of heartless act like 

massacring the people in these cities? 

In Ye Yuan’s impression, although the Fierce Gale World’s people were warmongers, they were not 

bloodthirsty. 

There were definitely reasons for doing such a thing. 

Indeed, once Ye Hang heard Ye Yuan say so, his heart was immediately set at ease. 

. . . . . . 



“What? Ye Yuan he actually wants so many medicinal herbs in one go? He . . . Even if he’s taking these 

medicinal herbs to eat for food, he doesn’t need so many either, right?” 

Ning Yixian saw the inventory in his hand and was shocked until his jaws nearly hit the ground. 

The grades of these medicinal herbs were not high. The highest was also just Quasi-Tier 4 medicinal 

herbs. But the quantity marked on the list was seriously too massive. 

“You mustn’t forget, this boy is still an alchemist!” Jing Xuan reminded. 

Ning Yixian was stunned, but he still shook his head and said, “Of course I know that he’s an alchemist. 

But there aren’t that many alchemists inside Crimsonlight City either. What does he want to do with so 

many low-level medicinal herbs? Him refining medicinal pills alone, even if he refined till the year after 

next, he can’t finish refining either, right?” 

“Ye Yuan tends to exceed all expectations when doing things. Him doing so should have his own 

intentions. Going to Crimsonlight City this time, he’s only bringing the four of us. Then this big play 

naturally has to fall on these medicinal herbs. Although I don’t know how he will refine medicinal pills, I 

think that he wouldn’t go so far as to do this because he’s bored,” Yin Yanhua said. 

Ning Yixian was stunned. Thinking carefully, it seemed to be like this. He then ordered people to prepare 

the medicinal herbs. 

“Do the three of you have anything in mind? Ye Yuan playing a lone hand this time, how on earth is he 

planning on resolving Crimsonlight City’s crisis?” Ning Yixian suddenly asked. 

The three people all shook their heads blankly. Guo Taoqun said, “Honestly speaking, starting from the 

first time I laid eyes on Ye Yuan, I’ve never figured out his thoughts at all! My thoughts simply can’t keep 

in pace with his. When I calculate ten steps, he probably already calculated a hundred steps long ago.” 

Ning Yixian smiled bitterly when he heard that and said, “Putting aside you guys, even this old man has 

never figured out his thoughts before either. Forget it, forget it, let him toss and turn himself. Us, these 

old fellows, just have to ensure the logistical work will do! Old Man Qin, our two families each send out 

a team again, and head towards Fairsun and Perpetual Peace, these two cities, respectively!” 

Qin Hongtao nodded and said, “Alright. No problem!” 

“Since the three of you are going follow Ye Yuan in the future, keep in mind to not give in to personal 

feelings. His strength has already surpassed yours by far too much now. You guys have to double up 

yourselves. Not just anyone has the qualifications to follow by a powerhouse’s side!” Ning Yixian said 

solemnly. 

The three people’s expression tensed up, and they all nodded their heads somberly. 

. . . . . . 

Ye Yuan and Ye Hang conversed all the way till midnight before returning to their own rooms. 

In is room, with just a will of his mind, he arrived inside the Vast Heaven Pagoda. 



“This Nine Characters True Word Formula is truly incomparably profound. The ‘Lin’ character’s first hand 

seal, I’m unable to form it to this day. But through such a long time of fumbling about, I’m only missing 

one final step as well. I wonder if my Heart Realm can break through after forming this first hand seal.” 

This period of time, apart from cultivating the Coiling Dragon Heaven Devastating Palm, Ye Yuan was 

comprehending the ‘Lin’ character. 

Except that this rate of progress was even slower than he imagined. 

Ye Yuan had been anticipating all this while that he could have some breakthrough in Heart Realm after 

this ‘Lin’ character had some breakthrough. 

Ye Yuan closed his eyes slightly and started visualizing the ‘Lin’ character. 

Through this period of visualization, Ye Yuan could faintly sense that this ‘Lin’ character had a total of 

nine hand seals. But what he could visualize clearly right now was only this first hand seal. 

These nine hand seals formed a complete seal. If one could completely acquaint themselves with these 

nine hand seals, the power would likely be unimaginable! 

In a twinkle, a night passed. Dawn was breaking. 

All of a sudden, a rather mysterious sensation poured into Ye Yuan’s heart. 

Ye Yuan opened both eyes abruptly, both hands swiftly forming a seal! 

Ye Yuan who was initially just lacking one final step actually successfully formed it this time! 

Right at this moment, Ye Yuan’s heart rate suddenly sped up. The Heart Realm which had already 

reached a bottleneck originally actually burst through directly! 

Except, this final result made Ye Yuan rather disappointed. 

“Sigh . . . I thought that I’d already reached the threshold of Heart Like Monolith. Turns out that it’s just 

the Heart Like Still Water’s bottleneck! No wonder Heart Realm boundaries are so hard to break 

through. Just the first level of Heart Like Still Water is so challenging already. If I didn’t acquire this Nine 

Characters True Word Formula, I’m afraid I don’t know how long I’d have to be stuck at this bottleneck,” 

Ye Yuan said helplessly. 

Unrivaled Medicine God 

Chapter 594: Slaughter Our Way In! 

Heart Realm this sort of thing was a mystery even among mysteries. Even in the Divine Realm, nobody 

could give the accurate minor boundaries divisions either. 

All along, Ye Yuan had half-baked knowledge regarding Heart Realm as well. 

Along with the time of him entering Heart Like Still Water Heart Realm getting increasingly longer, he 

thought that he had already walked very far along the path of Heart Realm. 

But looking at it now, it was not the case at all! 
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Ye Yuan realized that he probably only stayed for a time on a Heart Like Still Water’s minor boundary up 

until now. 

And succeeding in the ‘Lin’ character’s first hand seal, Ye Yuan finally broke through this minor 

boundary. 

Ye Yuan entered into Heart Like Still Water Heart Realm and fastidiously sensed the changes after 

breaking through. 

However, he discovered to his dismay that there did not seem to be too obvious a change. 

“Could it be that apart from reducing the expenditure on heart force, there aren’t other changes? The 

advancement in Heart Realm is a kind of auxiliary realm. There must still be other effects! Oh right! 

Comprehending concepts!” 

Ye Yuan suddenly had an inspiration and started to comprehend concepts. 

At this time, Ye Yuan discovered to his joy that his speed when comprehending concepts actually 

obtained a substantial increase! 

This sort of enhancement was not worth mentioning when relatively speaking about the entire 

concept’s comprehension duration, but accumulating months and years, this sort of enhancement 

margin would be very terrifying! 

Ye Yuan attempted to comprehend the Scorching Concept earlier. He discovered that the short while of 

comprehension efficiency just now was twofold than before! 

In the past, Ye Yuan already noticed that under Heart Like Still Water Heart Realm, the speed of 

comprehending concepts was slightly faster compared to normal. 

But breaking through the bottleneck now, he did not expect that the extent of the increase would 

actually be so great! 

“Heh, so that’s how it is! Really looking forward to what kind of changes Heart Realm will have after 

comprehending the second hand seal!” 

Ye Yuan who tasted the benefits gave rise to a strong interest in the eight hand seals at the back of the 

‘Lin’ character. 

If he were to fully comprehend the nine hand seals, then wouldn’t the comprehension speed of 

concepts be ridiculous? 

But, on this point, Ye Yuan also deeply sensed the powerful aspect of this Nine Characters True Word 

Formula. 

Just a ‘Lin’ character had such formidable might. 

One had to know that the speed of comprehending concepts was entirely dependent on talent. If there 

wasn’t any heaven-defying lucky chance, it was simply impossible to have any change. 

And the ‘Lin’ character could actually cultivate and advance his Heart Realm. It could even promote the 

speed of concepts comprehension through Heart Realm. This was simply unheard of! 



This was equivalent to saying that a martial artist’s cultivation could totally disregard talent! 

Such an effect was simply too heaven-defying! 

However, cultivating the Nine Characters True Word Formula with Ye Yuan’s talent, the effects were 

clearly more prominent! 

This made Ye Yuan having immense interest in the other eight characters too. When he had time, he 

must study them well. 

Right at this time, Xu Zihui’s lowered voice came from outside the door, “Younger Brother Ye, Qin Yan 

the three of them have already been waiting for a long time.” 

Ye Yuan went out and said to Xu Zihui, “I’ve made Elder Brother wait for long. I’ll head over right now.” 

Walking a few steps, Ye Yuan suddenly turned around again and said, “Oh yeah, Elder Brother, after 

coming back from this trip, I’ll assist you to break through to the Divine Traversing Realm! This period of 

time, you think of ways to gather these few kinds of medicinal herbs. Wait till I come back, I’ll help you 

refine medicinal pills!” 

As he said, Ye Yuan threw Xu Zihui a jade slip. 

Xu Zihui practically received the jade slip quiveringly. He had already been stuck at the Ninth Level Soul 

Sea Realm for a very long time but kept on failing to find the opportunity to breakthrough. 

To the Endless World’s martial artists, Divine Traversing Realm was a massive threshold. The vast 

majority of martial artists were unable to cross it. 

One should not look at how those Divine Traversing Realm experts in the various Northern Domain’s 

great sects were as many as dogs. In comparison to the entire number Endless World’s martial artists, 

Divine Traversing Realm experts were truly very rare. 

It was unknown how many Soul Sea Realm experts harbored grievances in front of this massive 

threshold. 

Xu Zihui’s age was not considered young either. His hope of breaking through was already increasingly 

bleak. He himself was almost giving up all hope. 

So these few years, he had his thoughts placed on grooming his son all along and was rather negligent 

with his own cultivation instead. 

He never would have thought that he could actually really break through to Divine Traversing Realm one 

day. How could this not agitate him? 

As for the words Ye Yuan said, he never doubted them before. 

Ye Yuan opening a forum and giving a sermon in Wu Fang City caused a huge sensation. Xu Zihui already 

knew that. 

He knew that even City Lord, His Excellency, could not possibly reach such a level too! 

What Ye Yuan was lacking right now was just cultivation realm! 



Which was also to say that Ye Yuan had confidence in breaking through to Soul Sea Realm before 

coming back this time! 

Xu Zihui was just about to say a whole bunch of appreciative words only to hear Ye Yuan say, “Alright, is 

there still a need for such formalities between us? Swallow the words in your stomach back down!” 

Xu Zihui was stupefied, then immediately smiled fatuously and said, “This favor, Elder Brother accepts 

it!” 

“Huhu, that’s right!” Ye Yuan said smilingly. 

. . . . . . 

Roughly ten days later, Ye Yuan, the five of them, put away the spirit boat they used and descended on a 

mountain range ten thousand miles outside of Crimsonlight City. 

“Brother Ye, a fiendish aura is surging to the skies in the direction of Crimsonlight City. Looks like these 

Fierce Gale World martial artists all lost their mind in the slaughtering! Just how long has it been to 

actually accumulate such a horrifying fiendish air?!” Qin Yan said. 

Ye Yuan also knew that these few people were following him just for the sake of seeking a lucky chance. 

So he did not go overboard either and let them address him Brother Ye would suffice. 

Although it was rather weird, it sounded much better than master or whatever. 

Ye Yuan’s expression darkened slightly too, and he said, “Even though Fierce Gale World martial artists 

are intrepid, they shouldn’t fall so low to the extent of becoming butchers. This Zhao Tianyin truly 

deserves death!” 

Separated by a distance of ten thousand miles, Ye Yuan they all could feel the fiendish aura surging to 

the skies. It could be seen just how many people those Fierce Gale World martial artists killed in this 

period of time. 

The dozen over southeastern cities were probably already reduced to savage battlefields! 

“Brother Ye, then what should we do now?” Liu Hong asked. 

These four people were uncertain what Ye Yuan planned on doing as well. 

Five people coming to support such a large city. This was simply a fantastical tale. 

And Ye Yuan kept his mouth tightly shut along the way too as if he did not have the intention of 

explaining. This made the intense itch in their hearts even harder to endure. 

Ye Yuan said with a smile, “Enter the city!” 

The four people were stunned. Guo Taoqun said in surprise, “Brother Ye, according to the reports, in 

order to prevent spies from sneaking in, all the transmission arrays in the city has long been destroyed 

already. Without transmission arrays, how do we enter the city?” 

After Crimsonlight City sent out the courier to request reinforcements, they destroyed all of the 

transmission arrays. 



Now, Crimsonlight City’s grand array was activated, and the city gates tightly shut. It was simply 

impossible to go in. 

So when Ye Yuan said to enter the city, the four people all felt very surprised. 

Under such circumstances, how should they enter the city? 

Ye Yuan did not reply, but countered with a question, “The array formation that I taught you guys, how’s 

the rehearsal?” 

Upon hearing that, Guo Taoqun said excitedly, “Heh, Brother Ye’s Four Symbols Battle Formation is 

indeed formidable! With the four of our strength coordinating with the array formation, being evenly-

matched with late-stage Soul Sea martial artists is nothing difficult too!” 

Ye Yuan smiled slightly when he heard and said, “Very good. Then let’s . . . slaughter our way in!” 
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"S-Slaughter our way in?" 

Guo Taoqun almost sprained his tongue. The other three people clearly had choked up expressions too. 

They did not think that Ye Yuan would actually say such crazy words. 

Liu Hong swallowed his saliva and said, "Brother Ye, the Fierce Gale World's five-way great army, the 

martial artists are probably as many as in the millions. Among them, there are no shortage of late-stage 

Soul Sea Realm experts! Slaughter our way in . . . That isn't too likely to work, right?" 

Ye Yuan said coolly, "What? Scared? There's still time now. You guys return first then. I'll just go in 

alone." 

With this, the four proud children of heaven got stimulated. 

Guo Taoqun said stammeringly, "S-Scared of what?! Men have to die heroically! I'll fight with you!" 

Yin Yanhua's beautiful eyes flickered, and she said, "I'm going too!" 

Ye Yuan looked at the other two with a half-smile and said, "What about you guys?" 

The two gritted their teeth and said, "Go!" 

"The four of you just need to bother with slaughtering a path in. Don't need to care about anything else. 

Leave the rest to me. Remember, don't break away from the array formation no matter what!" Ye Yuan 

warned. 

The four people's expressions became severe, and they nodded their heads to acknowledge one after 

another. 

. . . . . . 

A distance of ten thousand miles was not far for these people. After half a day, four people appeared in 

front of the Fierce Gale World's great army. 
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As far as the eye could see, the dense mass were all human heads, striking terror into the hearts of Liu 

Hong, the four people. 

These were all powerful martial artists and not mortal armies! 

So many people, each person spitting a mouthful of spittle was also sufficient to drown the four of 

them! 

But Ye Yuan did not show too much expression on his face. He said indifferently, "You all just treat it like 

you're still inside the Vast Heaven Pagoda. Most of these martial artists are also just Crystal Formation 

and Sea Transformation. Soul Sea Realm experts are only the minority comparatively speaking. With 

your strength coordinating through the Four Symbols Battle Formation, slaughtering our way in 

shouldn't be hard." 

The Four Symbols Battle Formation was a Tier 4 array formation with immense might. It was especially 

suited for battle. 

Not only could this array formation reduce the four people's essence energy consumption, but it could 

also increase the four people's average combat power even more so! 

Liu Hong, the four of them, were originally the Endless World's pinnacle geniuses. After coming out of 

the Vast Heaven Pagoda, they had each already broken through to Second Level Soul Sea. 

With their strength, dealing with ordinary middle-stage Soul Seas was absolutely not an issue. 

With the Four Symbols Battle Formation, the four of them working together to deal with ordinary late-

stage Soul Seas was also no object. 

Along the way, the mission that Ye Yuan assigned to them was to rehearse this Four Symbols Battle 

Formation. 

These four people were all talented and brilliant people. Though the time was short on this trip, they 

were already considered to have learned the rudiments of this set of array formation. 

The five people's appearance immediately alarmed the Fierce Gale World's great army. A large group of 

martial artists came up and fenced the few of them in a tight ring. 

"It's Endless World martial artists! Kill without mercy!" 

These Fierce Gale World martial artists clearly lost their minds with the killing already. Upon seeing the 

five people, they were going to take action and kill people without a word. 

When Liu Hong the four people saw the Fierce Gale World martial artists' actions, fury surged in their 

hearts with a fwoom. 

The four people went into battle formation and started killing! 

Liu Hong, the four people, were all Soul Sea Realm experts. They were originally cranes standing among 

chickens in front of these ordinary martial artists to begin with. Coordinating with the Four Symbols 

Battle Formation, the four of them were akin to tigers entering a flock of sheep. They immediately cut a 

large swath. Wailing sound rose from all directions. 



But these Fierce Gale World martial artists all did not fear death. Seeing this sort of situation, not only 

did they not retreat, they became even more frenzied instead. 

Ye Yuan deployed a small cluster of Thousand Flowing Petals and followed behind the four step by step, 

like strolling idly in a courtyard. 

Occasionally, some who did not have eyesight came in front of him, and the petals directly reaped their 

lives. 

Ye Yuan discovered that each one of these Fierce Gale World martial artists all had immensely heavy 

fiendish aura, their state akin to insanity. Evidently, there were considerable Endless World martial 

artists' fresh blood on their hands. 

Seeing this scene, Ye Yuan also discovered that he had somewhat underestimated Zhao Tianyin's 

charisma in the Fierce Gale World. 

No wonder the Purple Mansion Sect did not hesitate to destroy the Six Extreme Seals Grand Array to link 

together the realm passageway after lurking in the Endless World for several thousand years. 

The power of faith was truly frightening! 

Continuing according to this sort of situation, these martial artists would most likely lose themselves in 

the end, becoming a machine that only knew slaughter. 

"What on earth does this Zhao Tianyin want to do?" Ye Yuan's brows could not help furrowing. 

. . . . . . 

The disturbance stirred in this corner spread to the central army's main tent very quickly. 

A young man with a dignified bearing stood in the air and looked towards that corner. 

"Lord Shangguan, no idea where several fellows who don't fear death popped out from. To actually dare 

rush at our great army. This subordinate will send people to exterminate them right now!" 

The person speaking was called Deng Sheng; he was one of the main commanders in the five-way great 

army with a Ninth Level Soul Sea strength! 

This young man in front of him was only Seventh Level Soul Sea strength, but Deng Sheng was extremely 

deferential towards him. 

If Ye Yuan were here, he would recognize this young man. He was precisely the Shangguan Lingyun who 

had not fought with him when he was at the Fierce Gale World! 

Since Ye Yuan returned from the Fierce Gale World, not a year's time was up. This Shangguan Lingyun 

actually broke through a full major realm, becoming the commander-in-chief for the five-way great 

army! 

Shangguan Lingyun nodded and said, "You make a trip personally then. Bring a few more people over. 

Among the five people over there, four have Soul Sea Realm strength. Furthermore, the four of them 

seem to be rehearsing some kind of array formation. The power is quite strong! Additionally, one person 



seems to only have Sea Transformation Realm strength. But I have a feeling that this Sea Transformation 

Realm is the strongest among them!" 

Deng Sheng was stunned. Clearly, he did not expect that Shangguan Lingyun would actually give such an 

evaluation. 

He sensed that Sea Transformation Realm existence too. But the commotion caused by that Sea 

Transformation Realm was clearly not as big as those Soul Sea Realm experts. 

Shangguan Lingyun actually gave such a high appraisal of that Sea Transformation Realm. This made him 

rather disapproving. 

No matter how powerful a Sea Transformation Realm martial artist was, how strong could they get? 

However, regarding Shangguan Lingyun's orders, Deng Sheng did not dare to defy. He would not dare to 

look at how this person in front of him was just Seventh Level Soul Sea, his true combat strength was 

even stronger than peak Soul Sea Realm! 

Deng Sheng picked ten middle-stage Soul Sea Realm martial artists and directly flew to Ye Yuan there. 

Liu Hong the four people charged all the way over. Most were Sea Transformation Realm and Crystal 

Formation Realm martial artists, dying upon touching. 

Occasionally, there were a few initial-stage Soul Sea Realm experts that surrounded over. It was basically 

also the outcome of them getting instantly wiped. 

Deng Sheng the few of them flew over to this side very quickly. Deng Sheng yelled out, "All back off for 

me!" 

Those martial artists were not as undisciplined as the Endless World martial artists. Upon hearing these 

words, they vacated a large piece of open space very quickly. 

Deng Sheng's group of people landed in front of Ye Yuan's five people, blocking their path. 

"A few punks who don't know life from death. To dare bully my Fierce Gale World for having no one?" 

Deng Sheng said ferociously. 

In this short while, the Fierce Gale World could be said to have massive casualties. 

Ye Yuan's figure flashed, blocking in front of the four people, and said coolly, "You guys walk around the 

side. Leave these dregs to me." 

"Yes, Brother Ye!" 

Facing Ye Yuan's order, the four people did not hesitate at all, directly killing over towards the side. 

How haughty a person was Deng Sheng? Hearing that Ye Yuan, a puny little Sea Transformation Realm, 

actually dared to look down upon him, he could not help blowing a fuse. 

"Boy, you're courting death! The few of you, attack for me! Hack this brat into pieces!" 

Under Deng Sheng's command, ten middle-stage Soul Sea Realm experts joined forces and attacked Ye 

Yuan! 



"Flame Movement True Dragon Carnage!" 

Ye Yuan blasted a fist out nonchalantly. Deng Sheng's expression suddenly changed! 
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A single punch, and ten middle-stage Soul Sea experts flew out like heavenly maidens scattering 

blossoms! 

Ye Yuan’s application regarding true dragon strength was even more skillful now. The power of this 

move already could not be mentioned in the same breath as well. 

With Ye Yuan’s current combat power, middle-stage Soul Seas were basically opponents that could not 

last a single exchange with him! 

“T-This is a joke, right? This Sea Transformation Realm martial artist’s strength is actually so 

formidable!” 

“Those few are all Lord Officers. They actually couldn’t even block a punch of his?” 

“Where did this boy pop out from? Too terrifying!” 

The shock that this scene brought to those Fierce Gale World martial artists was too intense. They were 

staring with their mouths gaping for a time. 

A Sea Transformation Realm sending ten middle-stage Soul Sea experts flying directly with one punch. 

This violated common sense too much! 

Finished striking out that one punch, Ye Yuan did not stop in the slightest. He still walked forward 

unhurriedly, gradually nearing to Deng Sheng. 

This sort of attitude was as if this was not among thousands of soldiers and horses but Ye Yuan’s own 

residence’s backyard. 

Being unsettled by Ye Yuan’s imposing manner, Deng Sheng actually took a step back unconsciously. 

Very soon, Ye Yuan arrived in front of Deng Sheng and stopped to say calmly, “Get lost. I only want to 

enter the city.” 

Everyone drew a cold breath. A Sea Transformation Realm martial artist actually said “get lost” to the 

commander of an army. Furthermore, that commander actually retreated a step! 

Deng Sheng’s face flushed scarlet red and felt that he lost face in front of so many subordinates. 

“Boy, you’re too rampant! Just the likes of you alone wish to enter the city too? Do you really treat us 

like we don’t exist?” Deng Sheng was threatening in manner but inwardly shaky. 

Honestly speaking, he was shocked by that scene earlier too! 

One punch sending ten middle-stage Soul Seas flying. He touched his heart and felt that he could 

accomplish it too. But it absolutely could not be accomplished like lifting something heavy as if it was 

light like Ye Yuan. 
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Furthermore, he did not need to look and also knew that those ten officials at this time were already left 

with less than half. 

Ye Yuan directly smashed half of the people to death with one punch! 

Ye Yuan raised his eyebrows slightly and said, “You said it like you exist. If you still don’t scram, I’m going 

to attack!” 

Deng Sheng’s expression changed. The pressure that this Sea Transformation Realm gave him was 

seriously too great. Even he felt it was rather preposterous. 

All along, they all felt that the Endless World martial artists were all soft persimmons. But today, he 

finally ran into a formidable character! 

Except that this formidable character seemed to be extremely tough! 

This was in the midst of thousands of soldiers and horses! This boy was actually thinking of slaughtering 

his way into the city directly! 

Ye Yuan was not long-winded either. Raising his hand, it was a Flame Movement True Dragon Carnage 

punch. 

Deng Sheng also did not think that Ye Yuan actually really made a move against him directly. 

Caught off guard, he could only hastily withstand it. 

Rumble! 

Deng Sheng’s body was directly smashed flying out! 

But Deng Sheng’s strength was clearly much stronger compared to those middle-stage Soul Seas. This 

punch from Ye Yuan did not cause much substantial damage to him. 

Except . . . in front of so many subordinates, it was a tremendous loss of face. 

However, it was not over yet. Ye Yuan’s figure flashed. With a rumble, it was another punch! 

Deng Sheng was smashed flying out once again. 

When the two punches smashed, Ye Yuan pounced ahead and already advanced a thousand feet away. 

He actually caught up to the Liu Hong four people who were killing enemies vigorously. 

Rumble! 

An imposing momentum that toppled mountains and overturned the seas engulfed everything and 

swept over, sending the surrounding bunch of Fierce Gale World martial artists directly flying out. 

Deng Sheng’s aura instantly rose to the peak, his two eyes fully red. Clearly, he was already enraged to 

the max! 

A main commander of an army like him was actually pressed against the wall and had his face smacked 

today. How could this not infuriate him? 

“Stinking brat! You’re dead for sure!” 



A horrifying aura spread out. Deng Sheng was going to be serious! 

However, facing this scene, Ye Yuan was still very calm, as if the target that Deng Sheng was attacking 

was not him. 

Right at this time, a silhouette suddenly appeared in the air in front of Deng Sheng. 

“Put it away. You’re not his match!” 

The arrival was precisely Shangguan Lingyun! 

Seeing Shangguan Lingyun, Ye Yuan was slightly surprised too. 

He knew that this Shangguan Lingyun was the number one genius on par with Zhao Chenggan, but had 

never fought before. To think that not seeing for a period of time, the other party was actually late-stage 

Soul Sea already! 

“Ye Yuan, long time no see! Didn’t expect that when we meet once again, it would actually be at such an 

occasion!” Shangguan Lingyun greeted with a smile as if he ran into an old friend of many years. 

Even though Shangguan Lingyun’s strength advanced considerably, Ye Yuan’s current strength was also 

incomparable with the past. He naturally would not mind. 

“You didn’t expect it? But I expected it long ago,” Ye Yuan said coolly. 

Shangguan Lingyun was dazed, but he understood Ye Yuan’s meaning very quickly and said smilingly, 

“The martial artist world is where the weak are prey and the strong feasts in the first place. The Endless 

World is on a declining trend but enjoys such excellent resources. My Fierce Gale World is powerful but 

suffers the anguish of gale winds all year round. Therefore, this excellent territory should naturally be 

enjoyed by us!” 

“Is that so? Then what’s with the massacring of cities?” Ye Yuan did not argue but countered with a 

question. 

Towards such an excuse, Ye Yuan was too clear, and he also could not be bothered to dispute anything. 

Shangguan Lingyun said, “Weaklings should have the manner of weaklings! Your Endless World sealed 

the realm passageway for thousands of years. How much of our time have you wasted? This is the 

punishment that Wind Emperor, His Majesty, gave the Endless World!” 

“I underestimated Zhao Tianyin that old dog. Looks like he still has some capabilities! At least, this 

method of obscurantism, he used it to the acme of perfection. However . . . do you believe this sort of 

reason?” Ye Yuan said with a cold smile. 

Hearing Ye Yuan scold Zhao Tianyin old dog, Shangguan Lingyun did not display a look of anger. Instead, 

he smiled and said, “Wind Emperor, His Majesty, is our paramount ruler. Whatever he says is naturally 

all correct! As his citizens, we only need to do things according to what he says.” 

Ye Yuan’s eyes narrowed as he sized Shangguan Lingyun up curiously. 

Shangguan Lingyun had a smile on his face; the words he said seemed to be as a matter of course. 



Ye Yuan smiled and said, “That’s not right. Logically speaking, your Shangguan Family and Zhao Tianyin 

should be implacable enemies. It’s fine if he’s deceiving some fools, but you all, these first-rate families, 

shouldn’t be to the extent of being deluded by his words, right?” 

Shangguan Lingyun said smilingly, “You don’t need to rack your brains either. Wind Emperor, His 

Majesty, is Wind Emperor, His Majesty. His word is the imperial edict. Ye Yuan, you’re different from 

these Endless World’s lowly martial artists. Why not join our Fierce Gale World? With your strength, 

becoming the wind emperor in the future is a certainty!” 

This Shangguan Lingyun was a clever man. He saw through that Ye Yuan was trying to worm facts out of 

him. 

Seeing that there was no success, Ye Yuan waved his hand and said, “Don’t give me that! Zhao Tianyin 

that old dog must die! The next time you see him, help me tell him to wash his dog head clean and wait 

for me to chop it!” 

Shangguan Lingyun’s face was still smiling as he said coolly, “Honestly speaking, I don’t wish to be 

enemies with you. But it looks like we still can’t avoid crossing swords! How about this, let’s only use 

one move. If you win, I’ll let you enter the city. How’s that?” 

Ye Yuan was rather surprised as he said, “I thought that you’d use your subordinates’ lives to hold down 

the fort. Didn’t think that you still quite cherish these subordinates!” 

Shangguan Lingyun smiled and said, “If it was somebody else, they are naturally undeserving of me 

making a move. But you . . . are different!” 
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That scene of Ye Yuan wasting Zhao Chenggan was still fresh in Shangguan Lingyun’s memory. 

Although his strength improved greatly now, he still did not dare to look down on Ye Yuan. 

Let alone that the combat strength Ye Yuan displayed earlier was plenty to make people feel shocked. 

Toward Ye Yuan, Shangguan Lingyun maintained the mentality of fear from start to end. 

This was not just because Ye Yuan’s strength was super strong. How he escaped out of the Fierce Gale 

World on that day was a mystery all along as well. 

Reportedly, Lord Wind Emperor personally showed up at the scene that day, but Ye Yuan was still 

standing here perfectly well right now. That by itself indicated a lot of problems. 

Ye Yuan looked at Shangguan Lingyun and suddenly smiled and said, “Fine. Bring it!” 

Even though these martial artists were clay chickens and pottery dogs to Ye Yuan; him killing in and out 

as he wished ten times over was not an issue, these martial artists were different from those demonic 

beasts in the Vast Heaven Pagoda. They would not collide into the tip of his spear without heed for their 

lives. 
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Even if Ye Yuan did what he did inside the Vast Heaven Pagoda and used the Myriad Rain Sword Blades, 

the effects would be greatly discounted too. 

Furthermore, just the Ninth Level Soul Seas here were quite a few. Ye Yuan naturally could not possibly 

kill off every single one. 

His goal was very simple, which was in order to enter the city. 

Since Shangguan Lingyun was willing to let him pass, that was naturally for the best. 

As for losing to Shangguan Lingyun . . . Ye Yuan never thought of this possibility! 

Shangguan Lingyun lifted his hand slightly. Those Fierce Gale World martial artists immediately vacated 

a large area. The battle that originally encircled Liu Hong, the four of them, also stopped at this time. 

“Actually, back at the Fierce Gale World, I’ve been looking forward to a fight with you. Today, I finally 

got my wish! It’s just that sadly . . . I probably can’t enjoy to my heart’s content today.” Shangguan 

Lingyun made a move with a faint smile. 

Ye Yuan said coolly, “I’ll grant you a battle!” 

Ye Yuan did not see Shangguan Lingyun take any other action, but the surrounding essence energy 

closed in around the latter crazily. 

That imposing momentum was actually even stronger than Deng Sheng’s previously! 

Gradually, a bright full moon condensed and formed in front of Shangguan Lingyun, looking rather 

lustrous and serene and moving. 

Yet, the killing intent emitting off from that full moon made everyone’s blood run cold! 

Seeing this scene, Liu Hong, the four of them, were stricken with terror too. 

This young man’s age was more or less the same as theirs, but his strength was actually much more 

stronger! 

Could it be that the strength of the Fierce Gale World’s martial artists were all formidable to such an 

extent? 

They could not help becoming worried about Ye Yuan. Although they all knew that Ye Yuan’s strength 

was very strong, this young man was a major realm higher than him after all. 

Furthermore, this youth’s combat strength was exceptionally formidable. Could Ye Yuan resist or not? 

The four people exchanged glances and could not help becoming worried about Ye Yuan. 

Facing the powerful Shangguan Lingyun, Ye Yuan was unconcerned. 

When Xuanying Sword was drawn, ten thousand streaks of sword blades condensed and formed very 

quickly. 



Seeing this scene, Shangguan Lingyun’s expression changed and he said somberly, “Condensing the form 

of gathered essence! Heh, a Sea Transformation Realm can actually achieve condensed form of gathered 

essence. You truly are a peerless genius! Full Moon Slash!” 

“Myriad Rain Sword Blades!” 

It was only to see that bright moon rotated with extreme speed, slicing over toward Ye Yuan. It collided 

against those ten thousand streaks of sword blades very quickly. 

That bright full moon was like an extremely swift blade, slicing those sword blades into fragments one 

after another instantly! 

Streaks of sword blades were annihilated like this by the bright moon. But that bright moon was also 

becoming faint at an incredible speed. 

Swoosh, swoosh, swoosh! 

Finally, it was still the sword blades which depleted the Full Moon Slash first. The remaining bits and 

pieces streaks of sword blades flew towards Shangguan Lingyun. 

Except, these remaining sword blades were nothing to be feared to Shangguan Lingyun. 

Only to see him wave his hand casually. Those sword blades dissipated into nothingness. 

“You won,” Shangguan Lingyun said with a faint smile, as if he had long predicted the outcome. 

“Something within expectations,” Ye Yuan said coolly. 

“Huhu, I originally thought that my improvement in this one year was already huge. Didn’t expect that 

your improvement was even greater! You’re only at the Sea Transformation Realm and can actually 

achieve condensing the form of gathered essence already. Truly remarkable!” Shangguan Lingyun said. 

“Is that very hard? I could already do it when I was Second Level Sea Transformation,” Ye Yuan said 

nonchalantly. 

Shangguan Lingyun shook his head and said with a smile, “To a genius like you, it’s naturally simple. But 

to mediocre talents like us, it’s something that’s impossible to accomplish.” 

From birth until now, Shangguan Lingyun had always been crowned with the title of genius. 

But in front of Ye Yuan, he simply did not have the capital to be called a genius. 

However, him admitting this fact so calmly and declaring himself mediocre still made Ye Yuan rather 

surprised. 

Ye Yuan said with a slight smile, “You’re stronger than Zhao Chenggan. No wonder you can stand here, 

while he can only become a good-for-nothing.” 

Shangguan Lingyun suddenly looked at Ye Yuan with a smile that wasn’t a smile and said, “A good-for-

nothing huh? I afraid not!” 

Ye Yuan’s expression changed, and he said in a solemn voice, “What do you mean?” 



“Huhu, nothing. I just want to say that Brother Ye might still have the chance to meet Zhao Chenggan. 

Furthermore, that day shouldn’t be too far away.” 

“Even if he stands before me again, he’s still a good-for-nothing,” Ye Yuan said indifferently. 

His heart was far from as calm as on the surface. He was distinguishing the true and false of Shangguan 

Lingyun’s words. 

He already damaged Zhao Chenggan’s dantian at that time. With Zhao Tianyin’s means, it was 

impossible to help Zhao Chenggan restore his dantian. 

What the hell was happening here? 

Moreover, logically speaking, it was impossible for Shangguan Lingyun to have such rapid improvement 

speed. Yet, he rose a full major realm. How did he accomplish it? 

Ye Yuan felt more and more that the Fierce Gale World’s invasion this time was not quite normal; 

exuding strangeness all over. 

“Brother Ye’s talent stands above others. But better don’t look down on Zhao Chenggan. When he 

comes out this time, he’ll probably become different! Alright, one must be willing to lose if they bet. You 

guys enter the city then.” 

Shangguan Lingyun moved aside and actually really opened up a path. 

Ye Yuan nodded slightly and walked towards the city gates unhurriedly. 

“L-Lord Shangguan was actually defeated? This . . . How is this possible?” 

“Who in the world is that youth? To actually be able to defeat the ever-victorious Lord Shangguan with 

Sea Transformation Realm strength?” 

“Yeah. The last time Lord Shangguan personally took action, he killed three late-stage Sea 

Transformation experts with one move! I thought that he was already invincible beneath Divine 

Traversing Realm. Didn’t expect that . . . he actually lost!” 

“I thought that the Endless World was all a bunch of trash. Didn’t think that there was actually still such 

a strong youth! He’s not yet 18 years old, right? His strength is actually even stronger than Lord 

Shangguan’s!” 

The strength that Ye Yuan displayed made the countenance of all the Fierce Gale World martial artists 

change. 

In their view, Shangguan Lingyun’s strength was already formidable until he was unbeatable. Unless it 

was a Divine Traversing Realm powerhouse who came, otherwise, there was simply no possibility of 

losing. 

Along the way, Shangguan Lingyun very rarely made a move. But each time he took action, it was killing 

in one move no matter how powerful the opponent was. 

But today, the invincible Lord Shangguan actually lost to a youth a full major realm lower than him! This 

was too subverting! 



Under everyone’s stupefied gazes, Ye Yuan walked towards Crimsonlight City slowly. 

As he made his move, the Fierce Gale World martial artists automatically moved aside, creating a path 

for him. 

Unrivaled Medicine God 

Chapter 598: Questioning 

Above Crimsonlight City’s tall city gates, there were several silhouettes currently looking into the 

distance, taking everything that happened below the city gates into their sights. 

“City Lord, this youth is incredible. Even the Fierce Gale World’s commander isn’t this match!” 

The one speaking was called Ding Qi, City Lord Su Hu’s confidant; he was an Eighth Level Soul Sea Realm 

expert. 

Su Hu’s expression was as per normal. But that hint of surprise in his eyes could not be wiped away. 

Hearing Ding Qi appraise that youth, he nodded and said, “No idea where this youth popped out from. 

His strength is truly terrifyingly daunting! He’s only at the Sea Transformation Realm and can actually 

cross a major realm to battle!” 

Ding Qi’s eyes flickered, and he said, “City Lord, could this youth be the reinforcements that the alliance 

sent us?” 

Su Hu was stunned and said with a nod, “We’re cut off from all information with the outside world right 

now and don’t know the arrangements of the alliance at all. Hearing you say this, there’s really that 

possibility. But . . . what if it’s a ploy?” 

Ding Qi was secretly startled and said, “With City Lord saying this, I’m really quite worried. Ever since 

that Fierce Gale World’s young commander led the great army, they have always mowed down all 

resistance. Many troublesome opponents were all personally disposed of by him. Furthermore, I heard 

that they were all killed with one move. That youth is strong, but it is truly a bit too ridiculous.” 

With Ding Qi’s analysis, the suspicion in Su Hu’s heart grew even more, “With you saying this, I’m really 

starting to doubt! This youth is a bit too ridiculously powerful. Those ten middle-stage Soul Sea experts 

earlier actually could not survive one exchange with him! Although that punch of his looked to be very 

terrifying, it might truly have the suspicion of acting out a play!” 

“Also, that young commander clearly did not go all out. So many martial artists facing five people, why 

should they make way?” 

“En. Also! Even if this youth’s strength is really that powerful, he’s one person after all. What help is 

there to the war situation by coming here? Even if he can come and leave as he pleased, how will be 

lead so many people to escape with their lives?” 

Ding Qi and Su Hu exchanged a glance and said, “Could it be that this youth is really here to trick us? 

Once we open up a gap in the grand array, those Fierce Gale World martial artists below will have the 

opportunity to take advantage! I’m not worried about others, but that young commander’s strength is 

too formidable. To say that he’s the number one person beneath Divine Traversing is also not over the 

top! Once he’s been given a hint of an opportunity, behind us are the lives of all the people in the city!” 
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The pair chipped in a word each and finally concluded Ye Yuan’s ‘true identity.’ 

And at this time, Ye Yuan already arrived below the city gates too. 

While Shangguan Lingyun at this time was looking at them from a place not far away, his face still 

carrying a smile. 

“City Lord Su Hu, we’re the reinforcements that the alliance sent! Please open up the grand array and let 

us go in!” Qin Yan mustered up essence energy and shouted in a clear voice. 

Su Hu’s brows furrowed and he gave Ding Qi a look. 

Ding Qi understood and called out, “Do you all have any proof?” 

Qin Yan took out a silk-like object and fired a seal at it. That silk vanished directly and appeared in front 

of Su Hu. 

Su Hu took a look at the silk. Indeed, it was an item issued with the alliance’s name. But Su Hu’s 

expression still did not take a turn for the better. 

The time the Endless Alliance has been established was too short. Many systems had all yet to be 

perfected. 

Crimsonlight City was too distant from Wu Fang City and was not familiar with many of the alliance’s 

things. 

A tiny piece of silk, they were simply unable to differentiate the truth from the false. 

“This thing is too easy to copy. We can’t open the array formation!” Ding Qi called out in a clear voice. 

Qin Yan was stunned. He did not think that these fellows were actually so inflexible. He was someone 

quite arrogant at heart and haughty in manner after all. Coming to assist this city and they actually did 

not believe him. This made his young master temper flare up. 

“Open your dog eyes and look! I’m the Myriad Sword Sect’s Old Ancestor, Qin Hongtao’s, grandson! Can 

it still be fake?” Qin Hongtao said furiously 

Once Su Hu heard this, the suspicion in his heart grew even more. He said with a cold smile, “Heh 

heh, would Old Ancestor Qin send his own grandson here? Don’t joke with me! Looks like you guys are 

indeed sent by the Fierce Gale World to trick us!” 

“You!” Qin Yan could not help choking up but did not know how he should refute. 

Yeah, logically speaking, Qin Hongtao indeed would not send his own grandson here to this sort of 

dangerous place, let alone that they still directly charged towards the city very arrogantly just now. 

Seeing this scene, Su Hu could not help shaking his head very disappointedly and said, “Sigh, looks like 

over at the alliance there can’t be counted on. Can it be that this city full of Endless World martial artists 

all can’t escape the vicious killing?” 

Inside the city was packed full of martial artists right now. As the city lord, Su Hu had immense pressure 

too. 



Facing everything outside the city, he had no choice but to be cautious. One careless move and the price 

was not what he could bear. 

“Huhu, looks like your own people aren’t very trusting of you guys!” Shangguan Lingyun gloated over 

their misfortune. 

Ye Yuan turned out and gave him a nonchalant glance and said, “Seems like you’re very pleased!” 

Shangguan Lingyun smiled and said, “Shouldn’t I be pleased? Even if I let you guys go over, you all can’t 

enter the city too, isn’t it so?” 

Ye Yuan suddenly smiled and said, “The four of you stick close to me. We’re entering the city.” 

“Ah?” The four people were dazed, and they had not yet reacted when Ye Yuan’s figure already moved 

and arrived at the edge of the grand array. 

“What are you still in a daze for?” Ye Yuan urged. 

The four people hurriedly caught up. 

Ye Yuan’s stepped out and directly crossed into the grand array. 

Seeing this scene, the smile on Shangguan Lingyun’s face immediately froze there. 

This grand array which obstructed thousands of soldiers and horse was actually regarded as nothing by 

Ye Yuan? 

The reason why the Fierce Gale World’s five-way great army did not have any incident all along, 

surrounding and but not attacking, was because of this grand array before their eyes! 

This grand array was called Mystic Crystal Iron Chain Array; it was a true-blue Tier 5 low-grade grand 

array. Unless Divine Traversing Realm experts came here, there was simply no way to crack it. 

All this time, Shangguan Lingyun was not in a hurry and only surrounded and did not attack. As long as 

this place became a lone city, they would take it down sooner or later. 

Who could have thought that this grand array which even Soul Sea Realm experts were powerless 

against, Ye Yuan entered with a lift of his leg! 

Qin Yan four people could not help being overjoyed when they saw the situation and hurriedly followed 

Ye Yuan into the grand array. 

When the Su Hu on top of the city gates saw this scene, his countenance likewise changed abruptly. He 

hurriedly said to Ding Qi, “Quick! Deploy the grand array and kill the five of them for me!” 

Ding Qi was also startled inwardly and hastily took out a talisman and fired essence energy into it, 

transmitting back to the center of the grand array controlling the array formation. 

The one presiding over the grand array was a young Tier 4 array master. His name was Shao Siqi. 

Although he was unable to unleash the grand array’s full power, deploying the grand array to resist 

martial artists beneath the Divine Traversing Realm was still achievable. 



Receiving the message in the talisman, he did not dare to delay and hurriedly deployed the grand array, 

wanting to kill Ye Yuan five people. 

Yet, with this deployment, Shao Siqi’s expression changed, “What’s going on? This . . . Why is this Mystic 

Crystal Iron Chain Array out of my control?” 

Unrivaled Medicine God 

Chapter 599: Yet to Go All Ou 

When Ye Yuan appeared in front of Su Hu, he could not suppress the shock in his heart. 

This young man actually crossed over directly into the array formation, and then flew on top of the city 

walls and stood in front of him. 

Su Hu very much wanted to slap this youth before his eyes to death with one palm. However, not 

knowing why, he actually could not raise his hand. 

“You’re City Lord Su Hu?” Ye Yuan looked quietly at Su Hu and asked. 

“Insolence! You actually dare to be disrespectful towards City Lord, His Excellency!” Ding Qi reproached. 

Ye Yuan ignored him and still looked at Su Hu quietly, waiting for his reply. 

Su Hu discovered that he actually had a feeling of being short on breath in front of this youth! 

Finally, he could not endure this sort of stifling atmosphere and said with a nod, “That’s right, I’m Su Hu! 

Could it be . . . that you are really here to reinforce Crimsonlight City?” 

When Qin Yan saw this Su Hu, he immediately felt irate. He was just about to fly off the handle when he 

was pulled by Yin Yanhua from behind, shaking her head at him. 

Qin Yan was startled. Glancing at Ye Yuan, he kept his mouth shut. 

“It’s naturally true. Otherwise, do you think that I’ll still stand here perfectly well speaking to you?” Ye 

Yuan said coolly. 

Su Hu was secretly alarmed and knew what the words Ye Yuan said meant. 

Since he could bring these four people into the grand array, he could naturally bring others into the 

grand array. 

If Ye Yuan was really a spy sent by the Fierce Gale World, why would he need to waste this time talking 

crap with him? 

Even though he did not know just what problem occurred over at the grand array’s central, Ye Yuan’s 

might had clearly already exceeded their understanding. 

An out-and-out Tier 5 grand array actually could not block Ye Yuan the slightest! 

Thinking this through, Su Hu had a look of embarrassment as he clasped his hands at Ye Yuan and said, 

“This Sir, truly sorry. There are too many irrational aspects with the appearance of you people, so I’m a 

little careful too. Didn’t think that it nearly led to a disaster!” 
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Ye Yuan waved his hand and said, “No worries. City Lord is burdened with heavy responsibilities. Being a 

little careful is as ought to be. Rather, this Ye directly barging into the formation was quite brusque. 

Hope that Your Excellency won’t blame us.” 

Ye Yuan really did not blame Su Hu. Or else, with his personality, he would definitely not be so polite. 

This Su Hu being able to guard Crimsonlight City until now was already very not easy. 

Shangguan Lingyun was an extremely intelligent person. There was most likely more than one bluff used 

in between this. If Su Hu did not handle carefully, he would probably have fallen for it long ago. 

To be able to persevere until now, this Su Hu was worthy of Ye Yuan’s respect. 

When Su Hu saw that Ye Yuan was so easy to talk so, he relaxed greatly in his heart. 

Ye Yuan’s fame had already spread far and wide long ago at Wu Fang City, but Su Hu did not recognize 

him. 

In his view, Ye Yuan was definitely some big shot’s junior. That was how he had such strength. 

With a young man’s arrogance plus such strength, he should have thought nothing of him. To think that 

he was actually so easygoing. 

Earlier, that young man behind Ye Yuan was clearly going to fly off the handle but forcefully suppressed 

it. Rather like a young master. 

Hang on, could it be that he was really Old Ancestor Qin’s grandson? 

Thinking up to here, Su Hu’s heart involuntarily thumped. 

Those four people behind Ye Yuan all had extraordinary bearings. Furthermore, they were all Second 

Level Soul Sea strength. At this age, it was absolutely top-notch strength. 

If looking at it like this, the likelihood of this young man being Old Ancestor Qin’s grandson was very 

high! 

But the problem was, these four people clearly looked to Ye Yuan for instructions, even looking like 

followers. 

Then just what was the identity of this 17, 18 years old youth before his eyes? 

With Old Ancestor Qin’s status, how could he let his own grandson be a youngster’s follower? 

Su Hu felt that he was rather confused. Just what was the background of this youth before him? 

These five people combination was seriously too strange. It made him unable to understand what it was 

all about. 

But one thing was very clear, and that was that these few youngsters could not be offended! 

Disregarding the powers behind them, just talking about Ye Yuan blasting ten middle-stage Soul Sea 

experts flying with a punch, their own strength could not be ignored! 

Thinking this through, Su Hu panted a little unwittingly. 



“Dare not, dare not. You came to rescue us from the siege, but I slammed the door in your faces. No 

matter what, It’s my fault! It’s just . . .” Su Hu looked at Ye Yuan, just five people, and could not help 

revealing a difficult look. 

Ye Yuan smiled and followed up, “It’s just that why is it only the five of us, right?” 

Su Hu gave an awkward smile. 

Ye Yuan continued saying, “Because the five of us are enough!” 

Su Hu’s impression of Ye Yuan was pretty good. But hearing Ye Yuan say such raving words at this time, 

he could not help criticizing inwardly. 

“I saw Sir’s strength earlier. Even the Fierce Gale World’s main commander was helpless against you. But 

for us, these people, are not the Fierce Gale World’s match!” Su Hu said in a roundabout manner. 

Ye Yuan laughed and said, “Here isn’t the place to talk. Can we go to City Lord Manor to chat?” 

Su Hu was stunned and smacked his head and said, “Look at this brain of mine, my fault, my fault! Sir, 

please.” 

Ye Yuan nodded his head and followed Su Hu to the city lord manor. 

. . . . . . 

“Lord Shangguan, just what kind of person was that youth? To actually have such terrifying strength?” 

The central army’s main tent, Deng Sheng still had a look of astonishment on his face. The impact that 

Ye Yuan’s performance earlier brought him was too intense. 

Shangguan Lingyun gave him a glance and said indifferently, “Are you aware that a year ago, there was 

an Endless World youth who infiltrated into the Central Capital, and he threw the capital into an 

upheaval?” 

Deng Sheng’s expression changed drastically when he heard that and exclaimed in shock, “It’s actually 

him! No wonder! No wonder! Even Seventh Prince, His Highness, suffered defeat at his hands. No 

wonder he had such formidable strength! It’s just that . . . I heard that when he fought with Seventh 

Prince, he was still only a Crystal Formation Realm martial artist. How long has it been . . . He’s actually 

already approaching Soul Sea Realm?” 

Such cultivation speed was simply unheard of. 

Furthermore, even though Ye Yuan’s breakthrough speed was fast, the increase in strength was even 

faster! 

He was just Sea Transformation Realm and could actually already wield condensing the form of gathered 

essence to such a level. Truly terrifying! 

That attack previously was luckily Shangguan Lingyun fighting with Ye Yuan. If it were him, he would 

probably be a dead soul claimed under Ye Yuan’s sword already. 



“I initially thought that my improvement this one year was already very great. When I met him once 

again, I should be able to win him for certain. Didn’t expect that running into him today, it’s still hard to 

say who will be the victor.” Shangguan Lingyun said with a sigh. 

Deng Sheng could not help choking up when he heard that, feeling that he was completely not on the 

same level as these peerless geniuses at all. 

Their improvement speed, he could not catch up to it even by whipping the horse. 

“Lord Shangguan, although that Ye Yuan is formidable, in the battle previously, Lord Shangguan didn’t 

use your full power, right? If Lord Shangguan went all out, how can that punk be milord’s match?” Deng 

Sheng gave a compliment without leaving a trace. 

But Shangguan Lingyun said with a smile, “Did you think that Ye Yuan went all out?” 

Deng Sheng’s expression changed, and he said, “The might of that one move, even I don’t dare to clash 

head-on either. Could it be that that still wasn’t his full strength?” 

Shangguan Lingyun shook his head and said, “I don’t know. That exchange previously, we just merely 

just both parties probing out the other party’s strength. But I think that his strength should be more 

than that!” 

Unrivaled Medicine God 

Chapter 600: Preserving Strength 

A puny little Sea Transformation Realm with strength daunting to such a degree. This was something 

that Deng Sheng could not understand. 

In his view, a person like Shangguan Lingyun was already monstrous to the peak. 

An existence even more monstrous than him already surpassed the boundaries of his understanding. 

The higher the realm, the greater the difficulty of crossing boundaries to battle. 

Reaching the Soul Sea Realm, the difference between each minor boundary was huge. 

Shangguan Lingyun was only Seventh Level Soul Sea and already hailed as the number one person 

beneath Divine Traversing. This was already very heaven-defying. 

A Sea Transformation Realm brat was also so daunting. What kind of situation did this count as? 

“Lord Shangguan, then what should we do now?” Deng Sheng could not refrain from asking. 

The Endless World sent a boy with strength on par with Shangguan Lingyun. It was really quite 

troublesome. 

Shangguan Lingyun only said coolly, “Wait!” 

Deng Sheng was stunned as he said, “Wait?” 

Shangguan Lingyun’s gaze penetrated the central army’s main tent and looked in the direction of 

Crimsonlight City and said, “Looks like, the war is going to escalate!” 
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. . . . . . 

“Mister Ye, I wonder what means you have to preserve City Lord Manor?” Su Hu asked. In City Lord 

Manor, right after taking their seats, Su Hu started inquiring. 

These few days, Su Hu had been like an ant on a hot pan all along. The suffering in his heart, probably 

only he himself could understand. 

He had always been extremely cautious, sitting on pins and needles, anticipating that the alliance could 

resolve Crimsonlight City’s crisis every day. 

But he never would have thought that the alliance actually just sent five people over. 

Ye Yuan seemed to have guessed what Su Hu was thinking in his heart and said smilingly, “City Lord’s 

capital sunk these days, this Ye feels indebted as if I received it in person. It’s just that . . . even though 

this Crimsonlight City is important, it’s also a bottomless pit. The people inside the city are people. 

Aren’t the people outside the city people too?” 

Su Hu was stunned and asked perplexedly, “What do Mister Ye’s words mean?” 

“The Fierce Gale World’s great army besieging Crimsonlight City, why do they surround and not attack 

all along?” 

“Of course it’s because we have a Tier 5 grand array protecting!” Su Hu said without thinking. 

He felt more and more that Ye Yuan was unreliable. Such an obvious thing, was there still a need to ask? 

But Ye Yuan shook his head and said, “Although a Tier 5 grand array is powerful, it isn’t invincible. This 

Mystic Crystal Iron Chain Array is an array formation that prioritizes defense. Furthermore, you guys 

only have a Tier 4 array master presiding over the grand array. There is simply no way to unleash the 

power of this grand array. Even if Divine Traversing Realm experts don’t take part in the battle, with the 

numbers of this five-way great army concentrating attacks on the grand array every day, how long can 

your essence crystals withstand for?” 

No matter how powerful the grand array, it needed to expend essence energy too. 

Even though Crimsonlight City was large, under the circumstances without assistance, how many 

essence crystals could there be to expend? 

One had to know that to maintain a colossal array formation like this, especially under the 

circumstances where there were powerful attacks outside, the essence crystals expended every day was 

a very terrifying sum. 

But why did the Fierce Gale World great army not do this? 

Su Hu’s heart thumped and had a feeling of falling into a pit. 

“Although it’s said that the strong reigns supreme in the martial artist world, and that as long as one’s 

strength is strong enough, they could disregard everything. In a war like this, everyone’s strength hasn’t 

pulled apart to such a ridiculous degree. Sometimes, schemes are very effective! Using a fighting style of 

besieging a city to strike at their reinforcements at this time most likely proves effective every time!” 



Ye Yuan’s words crumbled Su Hu’s mental line of defense bit by bit. 

Sects stood in great numbers in the Endless World. This sort of large scale martial artist war, they had 

never experienced before. 

But the Fierce Gale World was different. Their martial artists had absolute loyalty and were not much 

different from mortal world armies. 

Plus, the Fierce Gale World martial artists’ strengths were a notch stronger to begin with. The Endless 

World being utterly routed was also something within expectations. 

And Crimsonlight City was merely just a small blade of grass along the advancement path of the Fierce 

Gale World; it was able to be uprooted at any time! 

What the Fierce Gale World great army wanted was even greater results of battle! 

Once the alliance sent a big army over to support Crimsonlight City, what awaited them would be a 

deadly blow! 

This was also one of the reasons why Ye Yuan did not bring people over. 

It was true that Crimsonlight City was important, but if countless martial artists that came to aid died 

because of Crimsonlight City, then the loss outweighed the gain. 

“There’s even a possibility that those cities’ martial artists from before were deliberately released by the 

Fierce Gale World. The goal was in order to let them rush to Crimsonlight City and form this present sort 

of stranded situation!” Ye Yuan’s gaze looked deeply towards the distance, seemingly wanting to see 

through just who was guiding this war. 

Su Hu drew a cold breath. He discovered that his back was already drenched. 

If it was really as Ye Yuan said, then the entire Endless World was being toyed with in the palm right 

now! 

This person behind was too terrifying! 

Furthermore, Su Hu increasingly felt that Ye Yuan’s theory was very likely. Except, if it was him who was 

thinking, he could not figure it out no matter what. 

At this time, how could Su Hu still have any doubt towards Ye Yuan? He even had a feeling of 

admiration. 

This young man’s strength was not only formidable, but the set-up was also not an ordinary kind of big! 

Those old ancestors at the alliance probably could not think of this level either, right? 

Using a very long time, Su Hu finally subsided the astonishment in his heart. His gaze when looking at Ye 

Yuan again became not quite the same. 

“Then . . . what should we do now, Mister Ye? Could it be to let the martial artists in the entire city all 

die here?” Su Hu sought advice. 



Ye Yuan said smilingly, “If the alliance planned to give up on Crimsonlight City, then I wouldn’t have 

come! Since I came, I naturally have to bring you all out safely!” 

Su Hu was also a clever person. It was just that those too involved could not see clearly. Many things 

were unable to be seen clearly. 

Hearing Ye Yuan say so at this time, he immediately understood Ye Yuan’s meaning and could not help 

saying in surprise, “Mister Ye’s meaning is that . . . we break out of the encirclement? No way, no way! 

You don’t know how strong the Fierce Gale World martial artists are! We’re simply not their match! 

Once we break out, even if we can escape, probably not many will survive as well.” 

“Hur hur, you fool! Brother Ye has been to the Fierce Gale World’s Central Capital before. Do you think 

that he’s familiar with Fierce Gale World martial artists or not?” 

Qin Yan was enraged badly prior to this and could not find a place to vent all along. At this time, finally 

catching a topic, he retaliated without any hesitation. 

Even though the few of them were followers, the pride in their bones were still there. 

Them submitting to Ye Yuan did not represent that they were also willing to submit to a puny little Soul 

Sea Realm city lord. 

Indeed, once Su Hu heard that Ye Yuan had been to the Fierce Gale World’s Central Capital before, the 

expression on his face immediately changed. 

“M-Mister Ye has truly been to the Central Capital before?” Su Hu said in amazement. 

The war progressing until now, the Endless World martial artists more or less also knew some things 

about the Fierce Gale World. 

And this Central Capital was precisely one of it. Because it was too famous! 

At the thought that Ye Yuan could still return safely after going to the Central Capital, how could Su Hu 

not be shocked? 

Ye Yuan smiled as he nodded and said, “The Fierce Gale World martial artists are not insurmountable. 

When we came in, didn’t we litter the ground with the bodies of their men and horses too? As long as 

our forces are strong enough, why should we fear them?” 

Su Hu’s expression changed several times and finally heaved a long sigh and said, “Mister Ye, is there no 

other way?” 

Ye Yuan shook his head and said, “The Fierce Gale World’s goal is in order to kill people. So our best 

response right now is to not let them kill! We will preserve our strength for now. There will come a day 

to counterattack!” 


